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1981

1981: Aldo Menzione comes 
forward with the first 

conceptual design of a 
silicon vertex detector for a 

collider experiment



some early prototypes of 
microstrip silicon detectors



1991

1981

SVX: the first CDF micro vertex detector

finished in 1991



1992: particles from collisions are 
recorded by SVX

will be of crucial importance for the discovery of 
the Top quark in 1995
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2.5 cm

10.6 cm

90 cm

SVX II: the latest CDF 
micro vertex detector

commissioned in 2001



Heavy Flavor Physics
at the start of CDF, at the end of the ‘80s, the first priority 
was the search for the Top quark but...

quarks with Charm and Beauty are produced abundantly at 
the Tevatron and turn out to be extremely interesting too, 
but they are hard to identify being produced mostly at 
relatively low transverse momentums

their main characteristics is a relatively long lifetime which 
creates secondary vertices at distances of the order of 
millimeters from the collision point

secondary vertex

primary vertex



to trigger on secondary vertices
you need to

perform pattern recognition and sort hits into tracks

fit all tracks to extract relevant parameters (PT, phi, d)

do all this with 

sufficient speed to be used at trigger level (~20µs)

sufficient impact parameter precision (~40µm)



Very Large Scale Integration
the revolution

Carver Mead & Lynn Conway

in the ‘80s the technology of 
VLSI design becomes 

available to the universities 
and to small research 

projects



October 1988: paper, pencil, eraser....

it is at this point in time that we came up with the idea to 
use VLSI technology to solve the pattern recognition 

problem and reconstruct tracks in the detector in a very 
short time



October 24, 1988



linear transformation
hit coordinates → track parameters

single AM pattern = small volume in phase space

Linearized Fit
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August 31, 2000

All SVT boards 
installed at Fermilab







we prove that the tracks seen by 
SVT are real



the precision of the measurement of the 
impact parameter is as expected



D0 signal in the events selected by SVT

October 2001: the next important milestone



February 2002: we have
many D0 and D*



Oct 2001: ~50 D0 → Kπ

Feb 2002: ~5000 D0 → Kπ

today: 
~30 million D0 → Kπ



and in the end... 
the mass peak of B → h+h–

it is cleaner than our most 
optimistic expectations

Summer 2006

Summer 2003



the quality of this 
measurement is essentially 
determined by the hadronic 

decays selected by the 
SVT trigger



SVX was crucial for the discovery of the Top quark

SVXII is now crucial for the search for the Higgs

The addition of SVT has allowed CDF to be competitive with 
the B factories in terms of yield of Charm and Beauty

Also it opened up the sector of hadronic decays of heavy 
flavored mesons and barions not accessible to the B 
factories (Bs, Bc, Λb,...)

in summary...


